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GEOLOGY AND METAMORPHIC EVOLUTION OF IGNEOUS ROCKS; COASTAL CORDILLERA
OF N’CHILE BETWEEN 23’25’ AND 24’20%.
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Introduction
The Coastal Cordillera north and south of Antofagasta, N’Chiie is mainly build by volcanic rocks, intrusiva and sediments of the Jurassic magmatic arc but also contains some rocks of paleozoic age.
South of Antofagasta parts of the coastal cordiliera are uplifted along the Atacama fault system with
Increasing rates to the western blocks (R&SUNG, 1999). Our investigations concentrate on the
deepest accessable part of the fossil arc. First results presented here should be considered as ‘work
In progress’.

Geological

setting

From the southern tip of Peninsula Mejillones down to at least Caleta Cobre extends an area (120 x
lo-20km) between the coastline and the western main fault of the Atacama system showing considerably amounts of pyroxene gneisses and amphibdites.
The felsic pyroxene gneisses with minor amphiboiitized parts strike N-S along the coastline. To the
east they become increasingly amphibolitized and amphibolites with minor pyroxene gnelss relics
predominate. Foliation in the amphibolites Is sometimes well-developed striking N-S, locally subordinate E-W directions, but always steeply dipplng. N-S directions are probably related to the jurassic-recent Atacama fault system but there may be also older N-S directions at the continental margin. Arnphibolites show locally frequent migmatitic textures that also affect to a minor extent the pyroxene gneisses. Deformed mafic dikes can be found in the amphiboiites.
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These rocks are intruded by prevailing small gabbro stocks also following the N-S trend. Diffuse
migrnatitic contacts to the host rock are common. The larger gabbros show rnagmatic layering. Fabrics are undoubtly magmatic.
Along the western side of the western main fault of the Atacama system a quarts diorite pluton cuts
very sharply all migmatitic textures of the amphibolite. At its edges it is usually foliated but the core
preserves its magmatic fabric.
All rocks except the gabbros are cut by steeply dipping, SE striking andesitic dikes, Ductile textures
in the country rock are unconformable cut and do not continue into the dikes.
Quartz lenses and veins appear in all rocks at all stages of deformation except the formation of pyroxene gneisses.
Ouartz-feldspar, less carbonate, veines are sometimes frequent. They are not ductile deformed.
In the south andesitic and basaltic volcanic rocks of a terrestrial deposition environment partly cover
this plutonic-metamorphic sequence in isolated patches. Contact relations between these series are
not sufficiently known, but there may be despite the obvious tectonical contacts also unconformable
erosion contacts.

Metamorphic evolution (T-t-path)
The metamorphic history is presented in a T-t-plot (Fig.1) because of the lack of pressure sensitive
assoctatons in all rocks.
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Fig.1 Metamorphic evolution:T-t-plot. Numbers refer to the text.Thr xx) MP age is according to DAMM et al. (lgg6) for a
gabbro, thr maximum duration of the IA Negra volcanism by biostratigraphioevidence, for references BUCHELT & TELLu (lgg@. 1gQMa refers to SCHEUBER (LANDRIESSEN (in press. fission track age of apatite is 118 f 13hta).
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Maximum pressure for the granulite facies may be up to 10 kbar indicated by the stability of an-opxcpx. The real pressure might be much lower. For the subsequent amphibdite facies the pressure
was c5 kbar (amph-pfag composition). Also garnet is lacking. Changes in metamorphic condiiions
are mainly recorded as changes in temperature, deformation and fluid access.
1. lntrusfon of the protdith of the pyroxene gneisses. Numerous smaller intrusions of gabbrolc
magma of refatMy homogeneous chemical composition buifd up the bathdith. Layering is not
found, differentiation products are very rare. Pyroxene gnelsses and amphibofites show sometimes
relics of a magmatlc fabric and more frequent pfagioclases with zoned an-rich (70 can < 90) cores.
2. Formation of the pyroxene gneisses at gram&e facies conditions. All stages of fabric developement from a magmatic to a fully recrystallised granobfastfc one are observed. Fdfations are quite
rare. The prevailing mineral association is pfag (an 50-60) - opx (enstatite) - cpx (diopsfde). Minor
phases are biotfte, magnetite, ifmenite, apatite, different amphibofes and occasionally other retrograde minerals like chlorite, quartz and epidote.
Temperatures (two pyroxene thermometry) range between 700 -900°C depending on the employed
thermometer. For gf@ thermometer no systematic thermal gradient can be derived for different samples. Some pyroxenes are slightly zoned with increasing alumina and calcium (only opx) to the core.
Rims are very small and unzoned pyroxenes are found In the same samples. So the occurence of
slightly lower temperatured rims may be ascribed to retrograde exchange.
3. Formation of the amphibdites by ffukf contrdled metamorphism of the pyroxene gneisses. The
typical paragenesis is plag (an 30-40) - amph (one ore more generations) + biotite, quartz,
magnetite, fimenite. Other minor minerals are predominantly retrograde formations like chlorite,
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epidote, sphene, sercite. Amphibolitization of pyroxene gneisses can be observed at different stages. The main reaction is plag + pyx t K-fluid = amph t Mg,Ca-fluid. Changes in the whole rock
chemistry (fig.2) by this transformation show evidence for high amounts of fluid.
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Tern ratures from amph - plag compositions and magnetite - ilmenite pairs range between 50&
SW8”C. Cores of magnetite - Umenlte and amphiboles show compositions equilibrated at lower temperatures before peak conditions. Some maflc dikes must have already intruded before or during
amphibolfte facles metamorphism because they are strongly ductile deformed.
4. Intrusion of the gabbros and the quartz dlorlte. Gabbros are chemically different from all other
rocks tending to more basic compositions. Primary divine and pyroxene are often completly changed Into amphibole whereas the magmatic fabric and plagioclas composition (an >90) remains unchanged. SubsofMus amphlbolit&ation occurs at different temperatures and covers a range from
early corona textures (ca. 8oo°C from cpx and secondary opx) to late actinolitic amphiboles.
The quartz diorfte pluton intruded after the peak of amphibolite facles metamorphism and is not affected by migmatlzation. At least at the edges of the pfuton the rocks show features of subsolidus
amphibolitlzatlon.
5. Intrusion of the andesttic dikes and deposition of the terrestrfal volcanic rocks. Andesitlc dikes cut
all structures in the host rocks and are hardly affected by ductile deformation. Volcanic rocks (Form.
La Negra?) are metamorphosed under maximal greenschlst facies conditions (mineral paragenesis
In amygdales and alteration products). It Is not yet clear for this area wether this is caused by reglonal (burial) metamorphlsm or autometasomatism. The base of the volcanics Is scsrecley known (In
other locatlons: jurasslc sediments, BUCHELT & TELLEZ, WSf3).The uplift and erosion of the basement before deposition of the volcanlcs and ensuing sub&fence may be reasonable by geological
constraints and different metamorphic grades but Is not proven.
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